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DEAR TIGI® NATION
It’s the time of year we’ve all been waiting for…school is out, pools are open, vacations are planned, 
and this year, the highlight of our TIGI® summer is bringing World Release back to Vegas! After a year 
in the making, we cannot wait to share this incredibly memorable and inspirational event with each and 
every one of you!

It’s been a very busy Spring as Anthony and the team have continued our #TIGITAKEOVER across the 
US. We had an amazing time with Reg Laws and the PR Partners team in Washington D.C., became 
reacquainted with old friends in Detroit, and took New England by storm with stops in Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, and New York City. 

And of course, we cannot fail to mention the inspirational education so many of you have provided 
at shows from California to Florida and On the Road with TIGI® events. Education is what makes the 
professional industry stand apart and if there’s one thing I know and am so proud of, it’s that TIGI® 
Education is second to none and will never fail to bring you more.

Just in time for summer, we also have some exciting product innovations coming your way! All of our 
S Factor™ saavy supporters will be thrilled to know that we now have the complete answer for Serious 
Damage Repair. To join forces with our #1 selling Serious™ Conditioner, we’re introducing Serious™ 
Shampoo. There’s no doubt this serious combination will wow all who experience it. For summer colour 
perfection, TIGI® copyright©olour™ will add new golds and coppers to round out our portfolio with  
precious metal shades as we continue to spark creativity in colourists of every level. New in Bed Head 
for Men is Wise Up™ Scalp Charcoal Shampoo…the first professional shampoo to use activated 
charcoal for purification. We’re bringing this trend to you as we continue to develop the fastest growing 
category in professional haircare.  And last but not least, we will debut our new cult hairdresser product 
in the making, Joyride™, at World Release. With its unique technology, packaging, fragrance and 
performance, this Texturizing Powder Balm is a game changer styling product soon to be coveted by  
hairdressers and clients alike.    
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And if you still don’t know where you’re going to be on August 24 & 25, I hope you’ll make plans today to join 
us in Las Vegas at the Aria. We have an incredible agenda planned, filled with flawless technical education, 
sensational shows and an unforgettable after party.  

Experience a glimpse of the future with the winners of Inspirational Youth, as well as a special segment 
honoring some of the “Masters” of our industry. There are non-stop memories to be made and we cannot wait 
to celebrate World Release with TIGI® family from around the world. Please go to www.tigiusworldrelease.com 
to purchase tickets and find out more. See you in Vegas!

TAKE YOUR HAIR  
ON A JOYRIDE! 
Launching at TIGI® World Release 
TIGI®’s NEW Texturizing Powder Balm: A ground 
breaking super-styler for creating the ultimate ‘Bed 
Head®’ look. Controls, de-frizzes and gives lived in 
texture to make styling easier. Hairdressers know that 
the style they create for their clients is a deal-breaker 
to make sure their client comes back again. Freshly 
washed hair can be a nightmare to style so they need 
a product that fights the fluffy, frizzy and slippy clean 
texture to guarantee a kick-ass style for every client. 

Joyride is charged with platinum elastomer molecules 
that provide incredible control and de-frizzing action 
to improve manageability without adding a slick, 
greasy feel to the hair. Low levels of silica provide a 
super light hold for an amazing lived-in feel. Apply to 
damp hair as the perfect base for styling or use on dry 
hair for defined second day texture.Elisa Fischer  

GM TIGI® Americas 

#hairthrills

DEAR TIGI® NATION



Joel Torres was born in Puerto Rico, but now he is citizen of the world. He has had an incredible career with close to 20 years in the business 

and over 10 years with TIGI®. Throughout his career, he has experienced many unique and coveted opportunities. He has worked in both New 

York and Miami Fashion Week, styled multiple celebrities, and created/directed multiple photoshoots for magazines around the globe including 

VOGUE, ITALIAN VOGUE, HAPER’S BAZAAR, and INSTYLE. On top of that, he is one of the top educators for TIGI® and the Creative Artistic 

Director for Latin America. He really does it all! 

Throughout these amazing experiences, Joel has never lost sight with his one true passion: Education. He has traveled the world, finding  

new inspiration in every corner and sharing his passion for styling. He developed, trained and is leading the male grooming education team 

for Latin America. See Joel on stage at World Release as he leads the Men’s presentation on August 24th.

with Joel Torres



A CUT ABOVE

“The surfer story... 
beachy waves and  
sun-kissed highlights.”
Joel Torres - On his latest shoot in Miami, FL

What are three things we need to know about you?
1. I previously studied Architecture. Even though I realized it was not my thing,  
 I still hold a strong passion for looking at the beauty in buildings in every  
 place that I go.
2.  I have an enormous passion for photography and creating videos. I strive to  
 create that perfect image that says more than a 1,000 words.
3.  I love to create videos and images that show my creativity. All my videos  
 combined have more than 1 million views.

What do you think about TIGI® education?
TIGI® education is the most consistent and important part of the industry. It has been 
the foundation of my career and has accelerated me to the position I’m in today. It 
has given me the opportunity to work next to icons that I have admired my entire 
career, like Anthony Mascolo, Thomas Osborn and Akos Bodi. 

What do you think the future of education should be?
The future of education needs to be the perfect combination of technique, creativity, 
and continuous inspiration. Every day there is more and more information, however 
the correct education gets lost sometimes. As educators we need to work and give 
the correct techniques, but more importantly, we need to continue to inspire and 
activate the creativity of future generations.

What is your greatest achievement?
I have been very fortunate to be a part of great projects and work with amazing peo-
ple. One of my greatest experiences was working with VOGUE. Being part of TIGI® 
International Creative Team is a dream come true.

What inspires you?
My family, photography, the people and buildings that I see in my travels, the energy 
of students with thirst to grow in this industry and when somebody lets me know 
they were inspired by my work. It gives me motivation to keep moving forward. 

What is your message for new stylists?
My best advice is to surround yourself with passionate stylists that work hard to 
achieve their dreams. Keep as involved in education as you can because that is  
going to be where you get inspiration to do new and greater things. Make a career 
plan to improve the skills that you need to develop and look for classes to do so.

What is your next goal?
My next goal is to collaborate in one of the TIGI® collections. Hopefully you see me 
there soon!
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Let’s get to know him better



AWARD-WINNING HAIRDRESSER
Winning countless awards during his career, including 3 times British Hairdresser of the Year, has driven Anthony 
Mascolo to attain ever-higher goals, constantly pushing his personal creativity. Through his own success, Anthony’s 
desire to share knowledge and inspire others has helped many hairdressers achieve their own personal accolades.

YOU HAVE TO LEARN THE RULES TO BREAK THEM
Anthony’s ethos is founded on an unchanging belief in developing new concepts and sharing new ideas with his 
peers. This strong viewpoint keeps his work fresh and encourages him to elevate everything he does. In both 
his hairdressing and his photography Anthony pushes the boundaries, often breaking rules to take his work in a 
different direction.  This does not ignore or discount technical expertise. As Anthony has been heard to say on many 
occasions, “You have to learn the rules to break them.”

CONSTANT INVENTION AND RE-INVENTION  
IS HIS KEY
Anthony’s attitude, his thought processes and his artistic vision, continuously surprise and amaze. His unique 
creative approach is instrumental in the inventive work of TIGI®.  Anthony never accepts the impossible and applies 
this attitude to his couture hairdressing, his photographic imagery, TIGI® shows and the development of new TIGI® 
products.  To work with him challenges and stimulates the mind and leads to the creation of pioneering work. 

A FAMILY MAN AND TEAM-PLAYER
Throughout his career, Anthony has always been part of a team. With his strong family values, he nurtures, grows 
and encourages those working with him, allowing them to elevate their own skills. The result is a team with a strong 
bond, loyalty and shared vision.

Working with his brothers, his wife and now his son, Joshua, has given the TIGI® International Creative Team an “ex-
tended” family culture and rare closeness. It is this culture of friendship, care and open-ness that Anthony extends 
to other hairdressers who attend TIGI® courses, shows and seminars.

WORLD RELEASE 2015
Anthony and the TIGI® team have been very busy creating an inspiring, fun and educational experience for you at 
our 2015 World Release. Join Anthony and the team as they unveil the 2016 Collection and launch an innovative 
and unique addition to Bed Head®. During the Educational Sessions on Tuesday, August 25th Anthony will showcase 
tips and tricks for mastering the perfect image during a LIVE photo shoot that shows hairdressers how to take their 
ideas from concept to reality.

ANTHONY MASCOLO IS REVERED FOR HIS HAIRDRESSING EXCELLENCE AND IS AN ICON TO GENERATIONS OF HAIRDRESSERS.  
CONSTANTLY PUSHING BOUNDARIES AND STRIVING TO ELEVATE HIS CONCEPTUAL IDEAS TO AN EVER-HIGHER LEVEL, HE IS A 

KEY INFLUENCE TO HIS OWN TIGI® CREATIVE TEAM AS WELL AS THE WIDER WORLD OF HAIRDRESSING.

ANTHONY MASCOLO
THE ICON | THE INFLUENCER | THE ARTIST

 /Anthony-Mascolo     /anthony_mascolo    #AnthonyMascolo    @anthonymascolo57



FOLLOW US ON...

 /TIGIProfessional /BedHeadbyTIGI /
CatwalkbyTIGI /SFactorbyTIGI

 @TIGIcreativeteam @BedHeadbyTIGI  
@CatwalkbyTIGI @SFactorbyTIGI

 /TIGIProfessional  
/BedHeadbyTIGI /CatwalkbyTIGI

WORLD  
RELEASE  
LAS VEGAS 
2015
—

EVENT DETAILS
AUGUST 24TH
SHOWTIME
TIGI® World Release is about inspiring and educating, motivating and entertaining. 
Our Show is divided into 2 parts: the launch of the 2016 TIGI Collection and the 
excitement of the unique TIGI® World Release Finale Show. From innovative cut and 
colour techniques, the premiere of Bed Head® Joyride™, a ground-breaking product 
to revolutionize your styling and finishing, we aim to give you relevant and enticing 
information you can translate for your clients.

The second part of the Show is entertaining, spectacular and fun, created to ignite 
your passion and inspire your creativity. And in true TIGI® style, we end the day with a 
massive TIGI® After Party.

RETAIL THERAPY
Shop the TIGI® Retail World for show exclusive deals and limited edition TIGI® items!

AUGUST 25TH
LOOK & LEARN  
EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
TIGI® Educators demonstrate latest cut and colour techniques as well as amazing new 
on-trend looks created for the TIGI® brands. Cost included in the $295 ticket price.

LOCATION
ARIA HOTEL & CASINO
To book your hotel room visit:
http://resweb.passkey.com/go/TIGIM15 
or call 866.359.7757
Reference “TIGI® World Release” to secure group rate.

PRICE: $295
Price includes multiple hair shows on the 24th and state of the art Educational 
Sessions on the 25th. Educational Sessions are first come, first served, based 
on capacity. 

PURCHASE TICKETS ONLY AT
www.tigiusworldrelease.com

AUGUST 25TH
LOOK & LEARN EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS

INVENT IT. OWN IT. 
A UNIQUE INSIGHT INTO TIGI® COPYRIGHT©OLOUR™ 
10:00AM – 11:00AM
Global Technical Director, Christel Lundqvist and US Technical 
Director, Richy Kandasamy lead the Creative Technical Team to 
showcase their latest techniques and colour mixtures.

GET PLANCKED
11:00AM – 12:00PM
Motivational Speaker, Jen Planck shares life lessons discovered  
while standing behind a chair. 

INSPIRATIONAL CUTTING & STYLING  
WITH THE TIGI® INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE TEAM  
12:00PM-1:30PM
US Creative Director, Thomas Osborn, European Creative Director, 
Akos Bodi and the TIGI® International Creative Team gather to provide 
inspirational cutting and styling tips and ideas to take back to  
your salons.

LUNCH | RETAIL THERAPY 
1:30PM – 2:30PM

IMAGE MAKING WITH ANTHONY MASCOLO  
AND THE TIGI® INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE TEAM 
2:40PM – 4:00PM
Hairdressing Icon and TIGI® Artistic Director, Anthony Mascolo and 
his renowned team of stylists, hairdressers, make-up artists and 
photographers come together for a LIVE photo shoot to share each 
element of image creation.

CLOSE
4:00PM – 4:30PM
Conclude your day of full immersion into the TIGI® Tribe by taking the 
inspiration and innovation back to your salon.

SIGN UP FOR EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS AT
www.tigiusworldrelease.com

“We should never stop learning. I believe 
education is what keeps us all moving 
forward. I also believe in sharing everything 
I do with you. TIGI® World Release is a great 
way for us to share what we do, pushing our 
own creativity forwards and enhancing our 
own skills; at the same time as supporting 
you in your own creative journey.” 

-Anthony Mascolo
TIGI® Founder and International Artistic Director



Across the globe colourists’ are constantly inspired by TIGI® copyright©olour™, pushing the boundaries of their work, to create the 
ultimate end result for every client. Developed by the TIGI® Creative Team, NEW TIGI® copyright©olour™ Copper and Gold shades are 
perfect to enhance and maintain summer hair. Flattering to the complexion, ultra-feminine and adding high impact shine, these 
rich new shades promise to be hugely popular, even when the last rays of summer diminish. These shades also extend the technical 
capabilities of the range, offering wider options for pre-pigmenting services. New TIGI® copyright©olour™ Gold and Copper shades 
give hair a beautiful sun-kissed luster and complement the existing TIGI® copyright©olour™ range perfectly, by adding 6 new sunny 
shades just in time for summer.

“The new Gold and Copper shades give a truly radiant, high 
shine finish. This is the dream of having summery hair all year 
round and we know it’s something so many women want.”

TIGI® Global Creative Technical Director



high  
performance  
players 
Men’s haircare just got smarter. This summer Bed Head for Men 
is launching Wise Up™ Scalp Shampoo, the first professional 
men’s hair product with activated charcoal for purification. You 
might be wondering what is activated charcoal? Basically, its 
charcoal with active oxygen bubbles that when released helps 
purify and release toxins, how cool is that! 

Bed Head for Men Technical Project Lead, Dr. Tom Paoli breaks 
down what makes Wise Up™ so smart for men with itchy, dry 
scalps. “This shampoo isn’t just about scalp hydration. It’s 
about removing sweat, styling products and pollution – it’s 
a deep-cleansing shampoo but it’s formulated with Style 
Primers so that your hair doesn’t feel like you’ve washed it. 
It’s primed, non-fluffy and ready for some (styling) action. It’s 
also formulated with caffeine and activated charcoal… in 
case the rest of the mix wasn’t manly enough.” 

The Bed Head for Men range is also introducing a modern 
twist on a classic with Slick Trick™ Pomade. A clever blend of 
semi-solid ingredients give a workable, moldable shape that 
creates a firm but flexible hold for a pliable style. It gives hair 
an authentic, never greasy high-shine finish with enhanced 
structure. This next generation pomade also washes out of the 
hair super easy, bonus!

A classic in the making, European Creative Director, Akos Bodi 
certainly thinks so. “I’ve been a hairdresser for 25 years and 
have tried hundreds of men’s products and I can honestly 
say the NEW Bed Head for Men Pomade is the best I’ve ever 
used. It has the perfect balance of shine and hold so guys 
can get great shape and shine without looking greasy. 10/10”

Launching July 2015 NEW!

#BedHeadforMen



How long has Dye & Dash been in business?

5 months

Dye & Dash is such a unique concept. How did you come up with the idea?

We saw the trend happening in segmented salons and wanted to be a part of it, but 

we weren’t sure how. We knew we wanted to open another salon, either a men’s  

salon, blow dry bar or maybe another 6. I found myself mixing color for a client one 

day at our color bar, and it hit me “why isn’t there a color only salons?” soon after i 

put together a business plan and while doing research, realized that we were not  

going to compete for existing salon clients, but were going to create a new market 

by targeting at home hair coloring.

What’s your favorite hairstyle or color trend happening right now?

By far we love the Ombre/Balayage color effect, which we call Tye Dye at Dye & 

Dash. Although, it is a more complicated and time consuming color to achieve, when 

done right, it is absolutely beautiful.

What is your number one hair tip you could give to someone who wants to 
have healthy and soft hair after colouring?

Don’t change it so often, try and stay consistent with your color and colorist, and 

make subtle changes when you want to see something different. Always use a color 

safe shampoo and conditioner and use hot tools conservatively, nothing can be  

more damaging like over using a flat iron or curling iron. And of course, stay away 

from box color!

What TIGI® brands does your salon carry?

Bed head®, Catwalk® Bed Head For Men and TIGI® copyright©olour™

What is the salons go-to TIGI® product?

Catwalk® Blow Out Balm™, such an awesome product for all hair types and can be 

cocktailed with anything.

How important is education to your salon?

We feel continued education is a necessity for our salon. Without education, you will 

fall behind, especially in the ever-changing world of beauty.

You’re already doing something pretty original. Where do you plan to take 
Dye & Dash in the future?

We would love to continue to grow as long as the market allows. As soon as Dye & 

Dash is in the black, we will start looking for another location.

What is your most requested TIGI® copyright©olour™ shade?

Besides your most common level 5, it would be the Intense Series, mostly 55/66. 

Our clients that really want to stand out love this color shade.

 & A with

www.dyeanddash.com      /dyeanddash       @dyeanddash      /dyeanddash

Salon Owners: George Nikollaj, Constance Abro, Tomy Lulgjuraj and Johnny Nikollaj



ERIOUS GLAMOUR 
    BEGINS IN SALON

ERIOUS     
       GLAMOUR

www.sfactorbytigi.com    S Factor by TIGI   @SFactorbyTIGI

NEW

New Serious Shampoo™ is the perfect 
partner for Serious Conditioner™. 

The Serious Collection provides the ultimate 
care for damaged hair. It repairs hair 
internally and perfectly primes the surface, 
ready to create some serious style.

Enriched with luxurious silk and sunflower 
seed oil, hair is indulged from root to tip in 
serious glamour. 

Containing the iconic strawberry and 
mint fragrance, it’s a seriously pampering 
experience for your hair.

INTRODUCING THE SERIOUS COLLECTION. 
DEBUTING JULY 



 /TIGIProfessional /BedHeadbyTIGI /CatwalkbyTIGI /SFactorbyTIGI  

 @TIGIcreativeteam @BedHeadbyTIGI @CatwalkbyTIGI @SFactorbyTIGI 

 /TIGIProfessional /BedHeadbyTIGI /CatwalkbyTIGI

TIGIPROFESSIONAL.COM

#TIGITAKOVER
TIGI® has had a busy Spring!
Bed Head® Superstar™ Queen for a Day continues to prove its cult status, with special  
appearances in an editorial shoot by James Pecis and an editorial feature in Marie Claire. 

Meanwhile, our Cult Creations are making sure the Nylon Magazine readers have a nice hair 
day with Bed Head® Motor Mouth™.

Last, but certainly not least, US Creative Director, Thomas Osborn, and US Technical 
Creative Director, Richy Kandasamy, show their Team Spirit in a full page feature in Modern 
Salon magazine!

Met Gala 
Glamour
Celebrity Hair Stylist  
Ryan Trygstad created a  
seriously glamorous,  
Rita Hayworth inspired 
look with S Factor™ for star 
Jessica Chastain as she 
graced the Met Gala Red 
Carpet in Givenchy. 

Bubbles and  
Blow Outs
S Factor™ treated clients at the  
Houston Galleria TONI&GUY to a 
night of luxury with blow outs and 
champagne to celebrate the brands 
revamp.#Seriousglamour

It’s a  
Family Affair!
Anthony Mascolo alongside 
wife Pat and son Josh during 
the TIGI® Up Close & Personal 
Event presentation in  
Detroit, MI– May 2015

#SERIOUSGLAMOUR  with S Factor™ 
BoDYSUIt AND SKIRt: MAISON MARTIN 
MARGIELA. SHIRt: CHANEL. JABot 
(VINtAGE): EARLY HALLOWEEN, NYC. 
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Editorial shoot by James Pecis

Jessica Chastain courtesy of Getty Images


